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This system can be installed in sports halls with a ceiling height ranging up to a 
maximum of 9 metres.

Standard system comes with fixed steel backboard frame complete with timber 
backboard, BB829 heavy duty 20mm basketball ring and net. Backboard system 
is supported by diagonally braced arms made from 75mm x 50mm RHS.

Supplied with fully adjustable pivot arm fixtures that are mounted to support 
beams, all winching cables, Pulley blocks, fixtures and fittings are included. 

Can be opperated using TW2000 electric winch or W26 manual winch & driver - 
sold separately.

FIBA - F 
Fixed height armour glass backboard with aluminium frame, 'Positive Lock" 
Spring Return Heavy Duty Stadium basketball ring with net and FIBA level 
backboard frame padding. 
 - Image displated FIBA-F with BB2000 system.

FIBA - A 
Variable height armour glass backboard with aluminium frame. raised and 
lowered into junior and senior heights using double gas strut system, 
'Positive Lock" Spring Return Heavy Duty Stadium basketball ring with net 
and FIBA level backboard frame padding. 

BB1026
Steel frame using double gas strut variable height backboard frame, timber 
backboard, BB829 heavy duty 20mm basketball ring and net.
 - Image displayed BB1026 with BB1024 system.

Backboard Upgrade Packs:
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BB1004 
Backward-hinged basketball 
system: Beam system
Shown with height adjustable frame.

BB1004 
Backward-hinged basketball 
system: Rail system
Shown with standard frame.

Basketball: Indoor Accessories

Indoor basketball support beams

BB930
Backboard frame padding. 
Professional polyurethane moulded 
backboard padding. Screw on, two 
piece design. Suits most full sized 
backboard frames.  - Also avilable 
FIBA Backboard padding

BB829
Heavy duty 240kg rated ring 
Professional double-strutted solid 
20mm ring with net tubes. Wide 
body with 8 hole fixings. For use in 
schools, parks and clubs. This is a 
very popular model. 

BB827
Professional hinge-mounted ring 
Heavy duty inner and outer springs 
aremounted centrally on a hinge 
support system. This model has 
been designed for use in stadiums, 
clubs and schools and is extremely 
tough. 

PL1000
Safety Strap. Stops freefall of 
basketball structure if there is a 
cable breakage.

All indoor basketball systems require
support beams which should be
considered during the design phase. 

Beams can be fitted to run parallel 
to the face of the backboard (‘Beam’
system) or perpendicular the face of
the backboard (‘Rail’ system). 

Please consult Grand Slam for
technical information regarding
recommended basketball beam sizes
and placement. Grand Slam can also
design and install the appropriate
support beams if required. 

The following Reference guide: Indoor
basketball support beams applies 
to all indoor basketball systems
including: BB1003, BB1004, BB1005
Stadia system, BB1006 Stadia system,
BB1010, BB1020, BB1022 and
BB1024. All of these systems are
engineer certified. 

Basketball support beams are also
engineer certified and, if supplied and
installed by Grand Slam, an engineer
certificate will be issued on completion
of the project.

Reference guide: Indoor basketball support beams

M A X  S PA N  B E W E E NC O D E    B E A M  S P E C I F I C A T I O N
P O RTA L  F R A M E S

BBR-100-04 4000 - 4999 mm 100mm x 4mm SHS 350 LO

BBR-100-05 5000 - 5999 mm 100mm x 5mm SHS 350 LO

BBR-100-06 6000 - 6999 mm 100mm x 6mm SHS 350 LO

BBR-125-04 7000 - 7999 mm 125mm x 4mm SHS 350 LO

BBR-125-05 8000 - 8999 mm 125mm x 5mm SHS 350 LO

BBR-150-05 9000 - 9999 mm 150mm x 5mm SHS 350 LO

BBR-150-06 10 000 mm 150mm x 6mm SHS 350 LO
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BB824
"Positive Lock" Spring Return 
Heavy Duty Stadium basketball ring
This ring is specifically designed 
with our FIBA-A & FIBA-F 
backboard frame upgrades.
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